Abstract: The present article aims to demonstrate, starting from a textual and spectacular sample of four texts and performances on the stage of Sibiu, the extent and development that the theatre for young audiences has had in the Romanian theatrical field in recent years. Starting from some general features of this theatrical subgenre, we aim to highlight the close connection between the theme, the character's construction and a certain type of awareness, of therapy through theatre, operated through this artistic formula. At the same time, our attention focuses on two performances based on the texts of Elise Wilk (Paper Airplanes and Green Cat), an adaptation for the stage of Eleanor Estes' book, The Hundred Dresses, and a performance created by Yann Verburgh, The Rules of the Game.
Introduction
Lately, we are witnessing a revival and professionalization of the theatrical category, as well as the type of writing that already gained the name of theatre for young audiences. There has always been a difference between the texts and shows intended to be played by the major theatre companies in front of an audience of children and adolescents and texts intended to be interpreted in dramatic workshops for children. The differences consist, in particular, in imposing a certain number of actors, in certain economic constraints, but also in a hierarchy of repertoire texts, to the detriment of collective, spontaneous, independent creations. Since the 1990s, discrepancies have faded, and the fate of dramaturgy for young audience has become a trend of new stage writing. From individual creation, to collective ones, to commands from companies and even theatres, to polarized creation around festivals that are increasingly present in the international landscape as well as in the Romanian one, we can already talk about a theatrical reality with its own laws and necessities, with a bold and visionary management and with a non-obedient public, but one who knows how to impose its point of view very well. In terms of writing, while the beginnings of the genre have been under the sign of spontaneity, an improvisation, the text being secondary to action, mimics, gesture, marionette, etc., today there is a need for elaborate, pluralist writing, in which the receiver, the spectator identifies and is found in a modest but subtle, symbolic, sometimes even metaphoric or parabolic way.
A first consequence of these aesthetic mutations is the emergence of a new wave of playwrights, for whom the writing for the young scene is no longer a holiday occupation, but a main axis of their writing. Their specialization and dedication are felt in the quality of writing, which also becomes an independent dramaturgical subgenus, the European editorial landscape (and not only) being well looked on this age, concern and ideals. On the other hand, whether we are talking about a happy author-director identity, or just the desire of young directors to devote themselves to this new type of writing, we witness a revival of theatrical productions in which the age of the characters is almost the same as that of the recipients, but also of the actors on stage. From a marginal subgenre, today we are witnessing the publication of about 500 texts for young audience per year worldwide, especially in the Francophone area (Belgium and Canada being the first countries to be interested in this type of writing). In fact, the theatrical editorial world for young audiences seems to have operated the same type of mutation that children and youth literature has had 30 years earlier. The relationship between a learner, a teacher, and a spectator who is taught and educated replaces the risk of a possible encounter between two individuals: an adult creator, endowed with their own singularity, and a child participating in the building of meaning. What is certain is that we are witnessing the creation of a new relationship between the author and the spectator. If we were to pursue a history of this theatrical phenomenon worldwide, the first authors for the young audiences were practitioners, militants for a specific theatre for young people, actors or directors, as well as youth literature writers, to whom then added to generalist theatre authors, as today, as we have said above, to be contemporary with a new wave of authors specializing in this branch. This opening, this variety of creative paths would not have been possible without the unwavering support from publishers. If before, on the European level and beyond, one could speak only of a few magazines, such as the ATEJ (Association Théâtre, Enfance, Jeunesse), La Fontaine Editions or the specialized collections of large publishing houses (Actes Sud-Papiers associates with CDN in Sartrouville in 1999, creating Heyoka Jeunesse Théâtrales, l'Arche launched his Jeunesse collection three years ago, and in Belgium, Emile Lansman associated with Théâtre des Jeunes Années, CDNEJ in Lyon to continue the tradition Les Cahiers du Soleil Debout). The diversity of authors and publishers offering this type of text favours the renewal of scripts for the stage. The structure of the pieces or themes approached contradicts the aura of mediocrity under which these productions have long stayed. If the themes of childhood and adolescence remain the majority (love, growth, play, identity), we find in the last decades a much wider issue addressing sensitive, uncomfortable themes such as death, loneliness, memory, (bullying, virtual space dependence, image issues, racism, alterity, sexuality, etc.). But perhaps beyond the thematic diversity, it is the abandonment of didacticism and morality, the authors being less interested in educating themselves, to make obvious changes in the target group to which they represent their performance, but rather to achieve, to sensitize, to awaken the interest, the curiosity and the affection of these young spectators, to make them rediscover a new form of empathy, solidarity, through which the theatrical cases on the stage become familiar to them and the environment in which they evolve.
From the parable, the re-interpretation of fairy tales, from hyperbolizing, demystifying, comics, to fables and myths, everything has been mellowed by the current text dedicated to the theatre for young audiences. Even reputed playwrights, like Joël Pommerat or Wajdi Mouawad, stopped in their creative approach to this genre. Searches of new forms are one of the main features of both contemporary and general writing, as well as that of the young public in particular. If the meaning sometimes appears to be diluted, becomes secondary or even absent in new forms of theatre, in the case of young audiences, preserving meaning is a desiderate, even if these searches are just as pressing. Writing for young people means being able to understand even by innovating. A first stylistic feature of these texts is the mixture of spoken, spoken and unspoken, unspoken, between suggestion and denotation, between dream, illusion and reality, moments of silence alternating with those of a noisy reality. The proportion between the suggested and the shown must be preserved at all costs, the mixture of tenderness and gravity, the contradiction between the discourse and the behaviour of the characters leaves the viewers' freedom to interpret the reality of their sensibility according to their own sensibility, the authors thus finding, through this type of text, open and accessible form to access a difficult and inconvenient theme. Another stylistic feature is playful attitude, the language games through which the child-poet embraces and deciphers his world. As children like to play with words, so authors sometimes invent a new language, the lexical inventiveness of this type of text is often difficult to reach in other genres. Perhaps and for this reason, the representation of these texts has often been difficult, as they are, rather, textual subjects for reading shows. Today, the Young Audience Theater has become a singular form of making theatre, which has led to the emergence and construction of a repertoire: "The words used are nothing but the elements that reveal a story that is not written but read among the lines, the one everyone builds in his mind" 1 , says Philippe Dorin, speaking of the young theatre. If the repertoire retains a certain specificity, especially in the recurrence of the themes and characters, it privileges a kind of productive constraint: the desire to bring before this demanding spectator a form of novel theatrical art. Any form is possible: monologue, dialogue, hybrid texts; any support is allowed: puppets, dolls, video projections, shadow theatre, music, narration, etc. Writing theatre for the young audience is thus finding a subtle balance between inventiveness and intelligence.
After this theoretical and general preamble, we restrict the geographical area to the Romanian space and start our argumentation not from an interrogation, but from a certainty. Yes, we have in the Romanian theatre the specific forms for young audiences, well-organized institutional frameworks in which they can develop and evolve (here we refer to festivals for young audiences, to creative residencies and appeals to collective creation, but also at the nurseries around the faculties in the field) and an increasing number of authors specializing in this type of writing, but also in the performance, who come mostly from the world of the show and literature in general, who either adapt writings from literature for children and youth, or manipulate the text resource of fairy tales and stories for children. We will try in the following pages, without any exhaustive or programmatic inventory, to depict some emblematic figures of the Romanian space that share the accidental belonging to the Sibiu theatre, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, a symbiosis at the level of the themes and characters they use. What do Elise Wilk, Mihaela Michailov, Radu Apostol, Yann Verburgh and Eugen Gyemant have, in addition to the passion for the young theatre and a somewhat thematic coincidence? Maybe their connection with the Sibiu Theatre, the young Sibiu actors and the Sibiu audience, but also the festival where their texts and performances had distinct and very well received voices.
Paper Airplanes, The Green Cat, Wanda and The Rules of the Game are four different types of performances dedicated to the young audience. If the first two belong to the same author (Elise Wilk), but also to the same director (Eugen Gyemant), the other two have in common the place where they materialized, namely the Gong Theatre in Sibiu, an emblematic space for both the traditional and the present theatre for children and youth, as well as for the experience of the theatre festival for young audiences. Although different as a temporal, spatial and cultural reference, the four performances share the trauma area produced by different agents, from the inner, psychological, to the external, social, family, political, from the phenomenon of bullying and inadequacy, to reality, the trauma of alienation and war. These themes, which appear to be the most important aspect of the world of adults, are replaced by a fragile, vulnerable world of childless children.
1. Elise Wilk is perhaps the most emblematic playwright for the younger generation, her plays being staged in almost all theatres in the country, translated into many languages, especially in France, awarded in many national and international festivals. Beyond the beauty and poeticism of the text, the accuracy of dramaturgy, perhaps the highest quality of Elise Wilk's dramaturgy is its contemporaneity, the power of identification with such sensitive issues as the adolescence experience and the universality of the themes and characters. Elise Wilk is, above all, a creator of typhoons of characters that are recognizable for the audience, passionate without being melodramatic, problematic without being negative, in contrasting lights and shadows and strong realistic hints that go beyond strict reporting to native space. Actually, the dominant sensation in viewing the productions inspired by the dramaturgy of the author is that of a high degree of identification with American filmography centered on the problems and traumas of teenagers. A very powerful visual oscillates with the poeticism of making slits in the general painting of the actual action that projects the protagonists in imaginary-monumental, escapist spaces. Through these, it is very close to the area of docufiction (mockumentary, in the opinion of certain critics), reality being tamed by these poetic and imaginary infusions, as if it were a medicine too bitter to be swallowed at once. From a structural point of view, her plays are characterized by the adjective mosaic, being ample structures with alternating, juxtaposed plans, on the principle of frame stories, with a destructured chronology in which introspective monologues and dynamic dialogues intersect in aesthetics of discontinuity. The protagonists speak about the imaginary worlds they create so they can escape from a too aggressive everyday life, which can become intrusive at some times, so they can consume love stories, solitude, anxieties and hopes away from the constraints of the society and families in which they are forced to live. Without making social criticism and satire in an obvious way, her texts are an x-ray, an endoscopy of the interior of protagonists trying to rebuild themselves from the breaks and the failures of some of the beginnings of existence, unfortunately filled with problems that are too dramatic. The two stagings which we will focus on, The Green Cat and the Paper Airplanes, both directed by Eugen Gyemant, for the students and master students of the Department of Theater Arts at the Faculty of Letters and Arts (Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu), are a synthesis of these themes, a quintessence of these young heroes of modern times, and, at the same time, a happy case of ideological identification of the young protagonists on stage, in the text, but also in the hall. The success of these two assemblies speaks for themselves about the need for such texts and performers to come to a break from the past in this area. Elise Wilk's fictional world proposes the spaces of a dull and grey urbanization where the neighbourhood, the blocks on the outskirts of the city, the grey of demolished, decommissioned spaces are the emblems of a topography of a modernity in transition. This wide area is surrounded by the school, behind the industrial complex, the playground, the skatepark, the club President, as many mini-heights of wandering through the urban deserts of these young people in search of self-identity or simply looking for a space in which they can feel safe. Besides these spaces of an easily identifiable physical geography, the playwright proposes a periplus through the inner geography of more intimate spaces of harvesting, perhaps more terrifying than those of the city during the night, with all its dangers. Their own obsessions, traumas, explored family, aesthetic and social rules, first love, the absence of adult love, and general indifference operate like closure spaces, the only way to escape is evasion in dreams, reverie, shaping of alternative, securing realities. Exiting the camouflage of these oneiric projections is similar to an exit from the trance at the edge of an abyss, the shock of awakening being synonymous with falling, disappearance, suffering, and sometimes death.
1.1. Paper Airplanes is a story about friendship, adolescence, love, physical and psychic violence, all against the backdrop of a socio-family reality increasingly present in the Romanian reality, namely the separation of children from their parents by the latter's leaving to work abroad, due to financial problems. The destinies of six sixteen-year-olds are projected on a backdrop that is not at all sugar-coated, and proposes an incision within limit situations the outcome of which is a tragic one. The plan of brutal reality merges with the fictional of the crushed aspirations, lost too quickly, but also with a lucid and tragic confessional approach of poetic and gentle notes. The characters are emblematic for the new form of urbanization of the provincial cities, the bad girl (seemingly boyish, but so vulnerable in reality), the new boy (the target of the wicked colleagues), the bad boys, the sensitive and romantic face, the weight problems, and the network of relationships and histories that weigh among them creates the social microcosm of the lives of these six teenagers. The main theme is bullying, the unifying principle that divides young people into losers and conquerors, shaping the election of others in supporters and combatants, which unfortunately organizes the distribution of roles in younger communities as a victim or executioner. This main theme is projected on the broader screen of socio-economic and family issues of young people (lack of understanding from the family, vicissitudes of daily living, erotic attraction, refuge in imagination, inadequacy, lack of selfconfidence, etc.).
The character grid is the kind of inspirational literature of an age and social environment, namely the weak link, the victim of bullying, Miki, the tenth boy who remained in the care of his uncle and aunt after his mother left to work in Italy. This episode leads to a real degeneration of his existence culminating in his moving to another neighbourhood and, implicitly, to another school. Hence all the inconveniences inherent to a hostile space. The pair of executioners, Bobo and Alex, the young aggressors deprived of empathy, cruel and violent, who systematically submit to a series of crude and unjustified actions: they steal his sandwiches, burn his schoolbag, call him Donald Duck, etc. Their violent behaviour is nothing but the answer, their reaction to their own traumas, abandonment and lack of family love. Therefore, Alex is deprived of the authority and love of a father, and Bobo always lives with the fear of being alone in the world, devoid of the love of his grandmother, the only being who has shown him a gesture of affection. The other side of the binomial, namely the feminine side, is Lena, a girl living in poverty alongside her sister and mother, and Andra and Laura, abandoned by their parents who went to work abroad. Once all these characters have been put together on this huge playground, a place of all the violence that is school space and extrapolations to the playground, home, city, and the drama are not delayed. Fortunately, Elise Wilk, thanks to a subtle mix of lyrical and dramatic, does not at any moment fall into the sordid or melodramatic sin, always finding the proportion needed to assimilate conflicts and traumas. The action is always textually punctuated by the oases created by confessions, from the explanatory details of the protagonists' lives, which act on the main action as an auxiliary explanatory meta-discourse, becoming a vehicle of the stage action. Thus, in childhood, Lena had four four-pointed phantom stickers in the shape of giraffes in the dark, one for each member of the family; when her mother left, she unhooked her mother's giraffe ceiling. Alex has had enough of going to school with Christmas candies for his birthday, sells the tape recorder, and brings a big box of candy for his colleagues. Andra refuses to eat pizza, to stop encouraging the Italian industry and thus hoping that her mother would return home. These details from the protagonists' experiments probe that thin layer above the wound caused by the hidden thought that they are guilty of the departure of their parents because they were not good enough, beautiful and kind. The pain caused by the abandonment itself adds the desperate attempts they make to bring them back. Elise Wilk weaves the reveries of the six youngsters expressing metaphorically their complexities and fears, genuine surrealistic images: Lena often has nightmares where a fired plane is heading towards her, Andra is seen as a huge balloon that will tear down the block, Miki stands between the ears of a hippopotamus as huge as a 12-floors-block, through whose eyes people are small and harmless.
In the installation of Eugen Gyemant, the scenography of the talented Sabina and Bianca Veşteman hypothesizes this huge playground, the skater park, the emblematic place for the six teenagers chill-caste destinies of the other living things of the protagonists: the room and the fictional worlds. The bi-frontal scene limits the play space, guarded at the end of the skateboarding track, and at the other, by a basketball basket. The mobile props, trolleys, cartoons, protagonists speeding on the roller coaster, aggressor hockey masks and girls' pop-rock ostentatious clothes outline a contemporary with the audience and the young actors on the stage. The stridence and imminence of the catastrophe is also reflected in the brightly coloured, dynamic décor of the playground. The music, well anchored in the text referent, accompanies both the moments of action and the escapism in the unreality of dreams. The only solution to escape for Miki, the protagonist, around whom the circle of hatred is growing more and more, is that of extreme violence, inspired by the famous Columbine High School Massacre, where the protagonist, not being able to bear evil anymore, becomes part of it. The greatest merit of this arrangement, beyond the spontaneity and candour of the young actors' performances, is the lack of any moralizing tendency, both the author and the director exposing the case to its most intimate tissues, but without offering any solution except those that the flow of consciousness can awaken in each of us in any of the roles we perform either on stage or in public.
1.2. The Green Cat has been translated into seven foreign languages and staged in countless theatres in the country and abroad, being perhaps the most representative text of Elise Wilk, both through the themes approached (adolescence, love, family, death) and the lyric book of monologues imagined. In the performance depicted by Eugen Gyemant for the students of the Department of Theatre from Sibiu, both in terms of space -the playing perimeter, and the cohesion and the coherence of the stage action, of the overall atmosphere, we realize, without reading the play, that we are witnessing the (more or less police-like) reconstruction of the disappearance / death of Bianca, the reconstruction based on the same well-composed mixture of reality and fiction, surprised by memories, fragments, stories, gestures, the whims of memory, which ultimately make up the existence of a man. Being in the middle of the game space bounded by the ribbons surrounding the crime scene, the absurdity and violence of which seem to be dimmed by the softness of the snowflakes that temporarily set the action to the winter season, Bianca participates in both the real and the fictitious plans at creating her own stories. In fact, it is not Bianca the one who is the main protagonist of this play, but the green cat, whose biography is created by the character of Dani, guilty of the disappearance / death of Bianca, obsessed with the image of this green cat on the girl's shirt, a palliative through which the masculine character expresses all of his frustrations and pains. The more prominent the cat's image gets, the more backgrounded the girl's becomes. The winter decor, the diffused light that filters through the snowflakes create a protective screen that dampens shocks and violence. The cat becomes the surrealistic image of an obsession of the character Dani, whose existence is crushed by living with an alcoholic and abusive father, loneliness and complexities of inferiority, and finds in this surrogate image an anchor against his own destruction, unfortunately not enough to prevent the fatal act on a Saturday night in the evening, where somewhere at the heights overlooking the city he strangles Bianca in a dizzying dance that projects both of them in the dust of stars beyond the galaxy.
The criminal prosecution is done through the hearing / confession of all those who came into contact with the character: one by one, fragments from the evening, but also the existence of the group that Bianca was part of, rebuild the so fragile puzzle of the existence of these young people living life at too high a speed: they are beautiful, like angels, but they are angels drinking vodka and dancing in the club President; they explain life through spells and charm and imagine green cats that go through the city; pain and guilt look with colourful pills. One by one, the biographies and traumas of the characters in Bianca's entourage take shape from the interweaving of these introspective monologues with the reconstituted dialogues: Robert reveals his double existence as a good family boy / the geek of the class in antithesis with the image of the conqueror, the prodigal, the cynical son; Flori, Bianca's sister explains all the actions of the others, but also from her own existence through spells; Roxana, the boyish and determined friend of Bianca, the girl with a big heart, has the lucidity and the courage to recognize the guilt of everyone in this sordid script. Parents are, as usual, the great absences of this story: either from boredom and social obligations, or they are at work or going abroad, they do not want or cannot have anything in common with the existence of their sons and daughters. One of the main themes or even a self-standing character is the erotic feeling, sexual attraction or not, which appears in this text in all its forms of aggregation: from the shyness of the first thrills of love, to obsessive erotic passion, from innocent flirting to exhibiting aggressiveness, or the hidden and staying love of the red-headed boy, all are lived at different intensities and measures by young protagonists. The lack of these feelings, the lack of a proper environmental framework in which to take place, the lack of any form of adult counselling lead to their non-fulfillment taking different forms depending on the psychology of those who participate: from denial, to annihilation, refusal or to pathological obsession, nothing seems to be alien to the group of young people around Bianca. From Eros, to Thanatos is a single step for Dani who, confusing love with the final and selfish possession of the beloved object destroys it, to have it for himself only. The action, as well as the storyline, consists in this fragmented, cross-sectional communication, the final, total information, comprised of the transcendence of these monologues that do not place their transmitters in a dialogue, broadcasting state, but, rather, passive emitters that do not expect a response from the interlocutors. The answers are perhaps beyond the fragile line of the game space, a line that divides the life of illusion and death, the reality of fiction and the theatre of life, simply. The answers are perhaps to us, to spectators who try to make order in the textual and scenic material that is revealed to them.
2. Not only the violence of human relationships is the matter of which the young theatre draws its sake. The healing effect that the theatre has been trying to crumble and the old or new wounds that belong to the other heads of the past and present: racism, war, injustice and lack of social equity, poverty, the death of a parent, sexism are just a few of the themes that, so generously, the theatre tries to expose to the spectators for new reflection. As different as reality, geography, time and space referents, Wanda and The Rules of the Game explain sensitively and graciously the dreams and sufferings of equal children as the beauty of aspirations, but also as suffering caused by a hostile environment, war and hatred. Productions of the GONG Theatre from Sibiu, the two performances are based on an adaptation and dramatization by Mihaela Michailov and Radu Apostol following a famous literary text, One Hundred Dresses by Eleanor Estes, and an original creation by Yann Verburgh, The Rules of the Game. If, in the first case, the main character, Wanda, really existed, being a classmate of the author who wanted to tell the story of the young migrant of Polish origin, to fight against intolerance and differences, in the second case, the characters Nama / Aman and Oldo, though fictitious, represent hypostases identifiable in the great community of children of wars everywhere that, beyond ethnic, religious, linguistic affiliation, remain children with the same ability of dreaming and self-immolation, escape through the power of the game and of the dream.
2.1. For the little Polish woman in the pre-World War II emigration, the only rescue from a newly perceived hostile environment was her rich imagination, cultivated by her mother who advised her to colour and fill her life with beauty, drawing a hundred beautiful dresses arranged in the closet and 60 pairs of pants. The fact that she lived in a distant neighbourhood, did not speak English, she was an orphan, and she always came dressed in school with the same blue dress was also a reason for her classmates to express their hatred, racism, indifference or inability, the presence of this little girl being the barometer of their own weaknesses and unhappiness. Although located in a well-defined time and space, Wanda has a non-temporal and non-spatial character, illustrating a country of all past and present, unresolved, unfortunately neither today. Bullying is not a form of aggression of modern times, but just a label adapted to today's psychological discourse that marks an ancient reality: the suffering of the weakest and most humble, the poor and defenceless in the face of those for some reason, have for some reason, strength and power, and who, regardless of age, choose to stand on the side of evil to mask their own suffering and their own spiritual, affective, emotional, and not necessarily material, shortcomings. The collective character of Wanda's classmates presents a correct distribution of youth-related psychologies from a heterogeneous space, in our case, a class of students. All typologies are present on the stage, well individualized by tics and clichés, by that number of attitudes and behaviours that define the personality of young people at the age of great crises and questions. From the rich and unhappy face, hiding a kind of golden child 2 syndrome, who would do everything to please their parents, regardless of their desires and dreams, to one who, for fear of public disagreement, refuses to show their true sympathy, being too poor to have their own beliefs, to terrible boys only not the conviction, the whole landscape of reactions and behavioural springs come to hit the surface of Wanda's reception that responds sincerely and unconditionally with tears and suffering and with a sharp sense of injustice to which it is subjected daily. Anger, resignation and helplessness, tears and drawing, memories of better times are the only weapons available to Wanda's character.
If the aggressors have the violence on their side, in order to dispose of their evil, the victims only remain reguged in their inner world, where nothing 2 Known as The Golden Child Syndrome, this emotional dysfunction is the anxiety of a child whose parents attribute to him / her a series of spectacular features that (s)he does not naturally possess and which (s)he forces to touch them. With the awareness of the inability to be perfect, the child runs the risk of suffering a profound existential crisis that affects the way (s)he relates to himself / herself and to the world. See https://www.theschooloflife.com/thebookoflife/thegolden-child-syndrome/. and no one can defile their beauty. Wanda's creative talent and power transfigures her aesthetically dwelling and modest existence in which she lived and coloured a hundred dresses of which she was more beautiful. It is the power of transfiguration of imagination, creation that illuminates and transforms the sordid reality into living creation. Architect Gabi Albu, who signs the scenography of this show, imagined a classroom that became, in turn, the house where Wanda lived with her father and her younger brother, Oleg, but also the world of her imagination, where the projections gave birth to the pictures with the fabulous dresses created by her. The costumes of the era and the physiognomy of the actors through makeup and attitude give faithfully an epoch and a revolted atmosphere of a charm similar to the Christmas vintage illustrations. The video projections signed by Daniel Gheorghiu, based on Alexandra Stoica's illustrations, are designed to compensate for the lack of textual information, unparalleled through dialogue that illustrates the thoughts and dreams of the protagonists. They appear in the form of uninterrupted lines that concretize the flow of character thinking, cutting off the black background with emblematic shapes for the monologue confessions of the characters. The character of the teacher and the lesson he gives Wanda's colleagues in winning the best drawing in the class, as well as the receipt of the letter from the father, which he reads before the class, gives a moralizing effect, a note of justice tries to restore the correct order of things, to restore the importance of Wanda's talent, generosity and good conduct. Unfortunately, it is insufficient to hold Wanda in that space, persuading her father to leave this foreign and hostile city.
2.2. The French dramatic author and director Yann Verburgh, known for his adaptation after Alice, his first dramatic text for the young audience, returns to Sibiu with the play written and directed by him, The Rules of the Game, marking his constant concern for this form of dramaturgy centered on the universe of youngsters' desires and experiences. Yann Verburgh confesses that the inspiration for writing this text came after a visit to Belgrade, Serbia at the end of 2016 and the dissemination of disturbing images with the children bombed in Aleppo, Syria in January 2017. These two moments, distant in space, prove the high degree of identity of children's suffering in the face of decisions of the political environment in which they are engaged without their will and whose safe victims are. The French author is interested in the way in which a society is structured and shaped in all its layers, depending on the political system and the philosophical and moral problem of the repair of society after a catastrophe, the reconstruction of a post-catastrophic world. The documentation that Yann Verburgh has done on this subject is ample, sustained and deployed in dramaturgy workshops in Europe and Africa, attended by more than a thousand children.
The Rules of the Game is, above all, a poetic and powerful text, at the same time, pleasant and emotional, which, through a contemporary language, proposes a politically engaged theatre text built on a simple and clear narrative scheme. Although built in the form of a cosmogonic utopia, the text is in fact one about the power of childhood and the imagination to change the rules of the game in the world of the great ones, imposing their own rules, those of their imagination and their power to love. Oldo and Nama are two children who learn to know each other, to get together and ultimately to love when the real identity of Nama / Aman will reveal, dream and believe in their ability to change the world, all in the background of a post-apocalyptic world in which the two, in their own right, play on the ruins of what their city was. Choosing to talk about war just before today's children and adolescents can be a risky experience that Yann Verburgh has decided not to do. Choosing to talk about the childhood and the dreams of children similar to those to whom you are addressing the show, showing them their common similarities and points, complicating them with the games and hopes of the two characters, is the key to raising public awareness, to which that implacable law of the dead kilometer separates us. It was a winning bet; the destinies of the stage became familiar and close to young people in the audience. Nama and Oldo play soccer like them, talk and dress the same as they do, have the same fears and the same desires as them; just war is the monster that separates them from the childhood of happy children. The scenography by Velica Panduru recreates a space after catastrophe, oneiric and tellurian, at the same time, in which cosmic elements are represented antithetically by their grandeur in relation to material destruction following the war. The two children seem to be the last or the first survivors of a catastrophe that attempts to recreate the universe, the world, by new and better rules. Yann Verburgh chose a form of nominal indeterminism, proper to fairy tales and utopias, where countries are called metaphorically by the States of Peace and War Countries. This text seems to coexist with two demiurgical courts, a good demiurge, that of the children, which makes the plans of the old town to spring up a new city, as the plants come out of the grain, and a bad demiurge, the war that destroys everything, at his own liking. Not accidentally, Nama becomes an architect and Oldo a soldier; the first chooses to go to follow his dream, and the other chooses to stay in order to follow his duty. To all these universal problems of the war dialectic, there are added local, specific to a certain type of culture and traditions, in which the girls are marginalized, they are not allowed to play, although they have a special light in the eye, they are not allowed to learn and have to dress up as a boy to be able to play, and in which boys, to be accepted, must give up any form of sensitivity, become soldiers and wear weapons.
The solutions are not at hand, war being a terrible game in which both parties gain and lose, truncate and amputate dreams and dreams, but the playwright chose after having narrated the difficult journey of fulfilling the destiny of the two young men, separate and united, who project their words to each other and the promises on a cosmic background, beyond the world, in short and intertwined monologues, of a gentle poetry, to give an optimistic tone to the end, choosing to bring together the two young people protagonists. Perhaps the ultimate goal of this type of theatre is to create beautiful stories, to sensitize each other's pain and to overcome the entire dragon's heads both inside and outside.
